
FM 2018 NEW AND UPDATED FEATURES

Dynamics

A brand new module in Football Manager that connects your management of the dressing room with
the team’s performances on the pitch more closely than ever before.

Each player has a varying level of influence on the rest of the team and social groups now form 
within the squad. As a result, keeping the most influential players onside can reduce the number of 
unhappy players coming to your door.

Team Leaders assume a greater presence in the dressing room and can be used to gauge the 
atmosphere amongst the players but can also turn the squad against you should you upset them.

A positive atmosphere in the dressing room with players working well together as a unit will lead to 
the players’ collective mental attributes receiving a boost. Your midfielders, for example, might 
benefit from an improvement in their Vision attribute, allowing them to pick out more defence-
splitting passes.

Dynamics is also integrated into the player screens giving you an overview of how each individual 
player is fitting into the squad.

Relationships screen on the Home section shows you a comprehensive list of what other managers 
and, for the first time, players and staff think about you.

Scouting

FM 2018 features a remodelled scouting system that’s based on how contemporary clubs recruit 
players.

The new Scouting Centre is where you’ll receive player recommendations and can set what type of 
player you want to scout, using the new Scouting Focus options. For the first time, you can also 
adjust your scouting budget.

You’ll also get a more complete insight into a potential signing as your Data Analysts now produce 
their own reports on players; these include key statistics from their recent performances, allowing 
you to judge whether the player in question would be a good fit for your current tactic.

By combining Analyst Reports and Scout Reports you can build up a more complete picture of a 
potential signing.

Data Analysts now have dedicated attributes directly relating to their staff role.

Scouting Packages are new additions that determine the amount of players you see on the player 
search screen. There are different packages available for senior and youth levels so you can prioritise 
either one to suit your clubs’ needs.

The Next Opposition Scout Report has been redesigned to feature more pertinent information such 
as the expected role that each player will be assigned.

Tactics

Redesigned tactics screen that’s easier to use with no loss of functionality.

Integration of tactical analysis onto the tactics screen. You can now see in which areas of the pitch 

your tactic leaves you vulnerable as well as positive and negative trends from recent matches.

New pre-match briefings. A meeting that takes place on the eve or day of a match where you can set 

out your tactical plan for the game to your players.



New player roles – Segundo Volante, Carrilero, Mezzala and Inverted Winger – give you more ways to

exploit your players’ abilities. Some existing roles have also been tweaked as the Trequartista can be 

used in AMR/AML positions and Inverted Wing-Backs have an attack duty in addition to defensive 

ones.

New player and team instructions. You can now ask your team to look for the underlap and ask 

players to mark a specific position in addition to asking central midfielders to run wide with the ball.

More set-piece options from free-kicks with the ability to set different free-kick routines based on 

where on the pitch the free-kick is being taken.

Sports Science

Sports Scientists take on a much bigger role in FM 2018 as they will suggest how and when to tweak 

your training ahead of busy periods so you avoid picking up injuries.

New Medical Centre section on sidebar gives you a more complete picture of your club’s injury 

situation than was previously available as well as how your club compares to the rest of the league in

terms of injuries.

You’ll receive assessment about players that are deemed to be more likely to pick up injuries in 

forthcoming matches.

More information on where you team stands compared to the rest of the league on injuries and how 

you are faring against your own expected level of injuries.

Your medical team deliver monthly updates on your team’s injury situation.

Fantasy Draf

New user interface that has been designed with streamers in mind as everything is more streamlined

with more focus given to the centre of the screen and redesigned player profiles.

More Fantasy Draft setup options such as custom player pools to draft from and a higher maximum 

squad budget allow you to tailor the experience to you.

Can now play multiple seasons in the Fantasy Draft league format and two legged ties are available in

the cup format.

Quick start option gets you straight into the draft, finding an available game to add you to.

Auto Pick option during the draft itself allows you to assemble your squad more quickly than was 

previously possible.

The element of time has been removed meaning your players never age or retire and injuries are 

now calculated in matchdays.

Matchday

New graphics engine featuring the series’ best ever lighting and textures as well as Directx11 support

More motion-captured animations than ever before with particular focus given to goalkeepers.

Improved player models that create more variety in the type of players on the pitch in addition to 

more realistic player movements.



Enhanced stadium designs with more variety in the type of stadiums featured and more features 

included in and around the stadiums.

Redesigned match presentation that improves the level of atmosphere on matchday. These include 

new pre-match scenes, a new layout for team-talks and tunnel interviews and a reworked match 

interface.

More post-match analysis options including spaghetti maps and top pass combination tables that 

help to give you a better view of how your team performed.

Football Intelligence

Realistic transfer fees and contract values that reflect the volatile modern market.

League performance tracking – a new system that gives a more contextual and three dimensional 

assessment of your performance as manager.

New transfer, loan and contract clauses. There’s the ability to set instalments paid over up to three 

defined periods within six or 12 months and you’re able to loan players until the next transfer 

window. You can also add expiry dates to minimum fee release clauses.

Improvements to the way that the AI evaluates its transfer options, placing more emphasis on 

contextual information when evaluating potential signings such as player form and whether the 

player would slot straight into the first-team.

OTHERS

Transfer Centre Revamp

Screen revamp to improve the usability. The aim of the new look screen is to shift the focus towards 

it being a better overview of the deals the player has active and their current status.

New Player Instructions 

New player instruction for central players to run wide with the ball. You can now tell players in the 

CM, DM, DMC, SC and AMC roles to run wide with the ball.

Match Analysis 

There are several new additions to the analysis area of the game, with players now able to see 

spaghetti maps, a top pass combiners table and the ability to filter passes by length and direction.

The top pass combiners table helps to assess where a player's supply line comes from, and who the 

key players are in passing moves.

Spaghetti maps are similar to heatmaps in that they show where a player has been on the pitch, the 

difference being that spaghetti maps only show where the player goes with the ball at his feet.

Newgens

You will now see occasional newgens that have the ability to break into the first-team aged 16-18 

with ability that is close to the mid-to-low point of players already in the first team.

As well as talented individual newgens, ‘golden generations’ can also come through the youth 

academy. Newgens will also look older as the years go by.



Social Feed

The social media feed was introduced in FM 2017 as just text, in FM 2018 the posts will also include 

polls and images.

Leaderboards 

There have been several additions to the Steam leaderboards for FM 2018, players will now be able 

to see trophy count, award count, win percentage, career earnings and win, draw and loss columns.

Intention to Retire

You will now have the option to announce your intention to resign or retire at the end of the season 

to the board and then the media. You last home game and last game overall will be celebrated and 

looking back at your successes with fan/ player testimonials.

New Stadium Plans

Social media content has been added for when a club announces news that they are building a new 

stadium.

Player Faces Former Club

When a player faces their former team, it will be discussed on social media.

Team talks 

Team talks now include contextual information such as form, stakes, records and match stats to make

team talks more relevant to the scenario.

Penalties When A Player Has Already Scored Two Goals

When a player is on a hat-trick and your team wins a penalty you will now get to decide whether to 

let him take the penalty or give it to your normal penalty taker.

New PPM – Crosses Early

There is now a new player preferred move so that they cross the ball into the box early.

Set More Than One Player to ‘Lurk Outside’ On Corners

Players have only ever been able to set one player to lurk outside the box at corners but you can now

select more players to do this.

Remove or Rethink B Club Finances

In most cases, the club as a whole manages finances, with B teams not having their own transfer and 

wage budgets. The finance tab for B clubs will now display the whole club’s finances.

Amateur side to semi-professional

You can currently only request to make the jump from amateur to professional side, you now have 

the ability to request to your board that you’d like to become a semi-pro club.

Cloud Sync: Extend to sync other files types in addition to save games 

Players will now have the ability to sync tactics and shortlists to the cloud, not just their save game. 

This means they will be able to access them on other devices. 



Windows HiDPI detection/handling

Equivalent support on Windows to the Mac's retina display.

Change manager profile from the start screen

In FM 2018 you will be able to change your manager avatar’s appearance from your latest save on 

the start screen without having to load your save – and can edit it in-game too.

Joining another club at the end of the season

If a player has decided to join another club at the end of the season then they will be unable to 

handle and transfer or contract negotiations at their current club.

Arabic and Hebrew 

Support languages such as Arabic and Hebrew which are read right to left via the community 

translation tool.

Play Status Flag Improvements 

Player status flags are being improved to include more information when it comes to players retiring, 

having slight concerns, being tutoring, learning, being drafted and when they are unhappy that the 

manager has backed down.

MLS Expansion

LAFC will be fully playable in FM 2018 from the 2018 MLS season.

Morale

There are now more levels of morale in the game, with clearer descriptions.

ABBA penalties

The new ‘ABBA’ penalty shootout system is implemented. We have not added any ABBA songs to 

celebrate this, so you’ll have to sing The Winner Takes It All yourself if you go to pens.


